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Apocalypse Now | Zoetrope Studios No wonder there were so many songs, plays and books written about the war – it's a fascinating subject, full of brutality and pain and emotion and spectacular scale. But perhaps no medium is better at capturing the terrifying experience of being at war than a movie that allows us to witness the reality of a real or fictional account of some bloody conflict with breathtaking
immediacy. However, a topic as embracing as war takes some knowing how to get straight to the movie. Fortunately, these 10 films have managed to do just that in their own unique ways. 1. Apocalypse Now Francis Ford Coppola's Godfather trilogy may be his primary claim to fame, but they are only about matched in the scope and quality of his next magnum opus Apocalypse now. Coppola, who
famously noted that the film is not about Vietnam but is Vietnam, went through hell to shoot this episodic depiction of the institutional madness of the Vietnam War based on Joseph Conrad's novel The Heart of Darkness. The terrifying and sometimes darkly humorous segments that make up the film are combined with a hallucinatory river trip and thematic overtones of madness that permeate a world
where the simple reality of war has taken its toll on each one way or another. 2. The path of glory of The First World War was a war fought little more than imperialist domination, to pit soldiers of one nation against another in bloody battles for obscure political reasons. Paths of Fame is perhaps the greatest film about this conflict, because it finds enemy soldiers in heartless officers who needlessly force
men to march to their deaths. Stanley Kubrick's first truly great film is ruthless in its indictment of the indifference of the upper classes and the senseless bureaucracy behind all the bullets and bloodshed. It's too strong and irrational to move even colonel Dax Kirk Douglas's fiery idealism. 3. Saving Private Ryan There are many inspired moments in Steven Spielberg's epic war film Save Private Ryan, which
can serve both as an anti-war image and as a tribute to the men who gave their lives in the bloodiest conflict in human history. But nothing can really trump the stunning opening moments when Tom Hanks' Captain Miller navigates the freezing beaches, squealing bullets and dropping bodies of the Invasion of Normandy, eerily numb to everything that's going on around him. The rest of the film finds a crew
of men sacrificing their lives for the only one brass has decided is important for symbolic reasons. Spielberg's film is a challenge to the equal value of every soldier who attacked the beach at the beginning of the film. 4. Full Metal Jacket Rather than focusing on just one aspect of the unfair Vietnam War, Stanley Kubrick – the only director to land two films on this list – divides his Vietnamese film into
segments. The second half of the film follows the paths City and Jungle Private Joker Matthew Modine, but in the end it seems general and pales in comparison to the discoverable first half, which takes place exclusively in a naval training camp. The hilarious but disturbing verbal bashing of a camp sergeant leads to the psychological deciphering of one under-performance recruit, and the demise of a pair of
them, serves as one of the most sober depictions of the way we dehumanize our soldiers so they can fight for us. The Three Kings of The Three Kings is a film of excess, overflowing with stylish visual ideas, self-absorbed characters, and inspired pieces of tragicocomedy that all serve the story of America's half-hearted involvement in the Middle East. It's a movie that sounds too true. Before we got to Iraq
for a second time, this first film directed by David O. Russell showed the political and economic opportunism of the U.S. military and several individual soldiers who set out to seek wealth but accidentally inspired civilians to rebel against their oppressors, mistakenly believing that they had the support of America's would-be liberators. As a mixture of humor, action and fearless social satire, The Three Kings is
a rare film about a war that manages to be fun and sober. 6.M *A*S*H Before it became one of the most popular TV series of all time, M*A*S*H was an independent film directed by Robert Altman that focused on screwball antics of a medical base near the front lines of the Korean War. Off-color humor is all the more purifying and hilarious in this unlikely setting, like the irreverent pranks of Hawkeye and
Trapper, which are always aimed at superiors willing to acknowledge the absurdity of the conflict in which they find themselves, spoken to a sense of discontent with the powers to be and tired of the resignation that was essentially the '70s. Gags can be funny, but they exist only to distract from the terrible violence that raises the head every now and then to remind the characters of their own mortality. 7.
The 1937 film Grand Illusion Jean Renoir looks at The First World War clearly through European eyes and refers to conflict as the moment when the European concept of aristocracy finally died. The film focuses on the unlikely economic and historical ties between a group of French soldiers captured by the Germans and, in particular, a conflict commander (Erich von Stroheim) with a penchant for the
privileged classes of any nation. There are plenty of exciting escape sequences to pump blood all over the film, but its true power is like a portrait of the moment when history changed course, taking some men together for the future and leaving too many others behind. 8. Grave firelights So many films focus on men on the front lines of war, but little focuses on the tragic civilian casualties that war often
brings. Perhaps the most effective tragic depiction of this of perhaps the ugliest reality of all wars comes from the Japanese a film that was marketed as a family image after its release despite the unadored tragedy of the story. The firefly's grave follows two young siblings who were driven from their home and forced to live with an abusive aunt. Finally, they are forced to live on the streets, fighting for any
ration food that might help them survive long enough to survive a war they don't understand but irrefutably affect their short lives. 9. Platoon Vietnam War film shows a young recruit going through a moral crisis while fighting in a war that involves being caught between two very different sergeants. It's an autobiographical film for director Oliver Stone. The film is good at pulling people to experience its
emotional story. He won four Oscars for best film, best director, best sound and best film editing. 10. Glory This film shows the first all-black volunteer society in the Civil War. It concerns war, but also racism, which was present both in the Union and in the Confederation. The film has a lot of talent on its side with actors Denzel Washington and Morgan Freeman. The film eventually won three Oscars for best
supporting actor, best cinematography and best sound. The film is stunning, from its cinematography to its homage to the black soldiers of the time. Additional reporting by Nicole Weaver. Follow Jeff Rindskopf on Twitter @jrindskopf See more of The Fun Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Not many animated war movies are much shared. It may be for a simple reason that cartoons are thought to be for children
and war movies are supposed to be for adults. Still, there have been several animated war movies made over the years–all with very adult content–each of which, were pretty exceptional movies. The choice to animate these films, unlike a movie with live actors, is special, but one that is also effective. Something about illustrating the struggle makes these films seem all the more surreal and frightening.
Here are the best (and only) animated war movies. In 1943, Walt Disney published Victory Through Air Power, a full-on propaganda cartoon that promoted war bonds for war efforts, using cartoons to revive war efforts, and the Japanese threat of Kamikaze pi , a full-on propaganda cartoon that advertised war bonds for war efforts, using cartoons to revive war efforts, and Japanese threats to Kamikaze
pilots. This British cartoon depicts an elderly couple in rural Britain trying to survive a nuclear blast. Made during the height of the Cold War as a parable that warns of nuclear war, it's one of the most intense and disturbing war movies you'll ever see. The elderly couple, led by a pamphlet distributed by the British government that suggests life-saving measures such as hiding behind mattresses stacked
against walls, slowly succumb to radiation poisoning before eventually dying. How hilarious! In this Japanese film, two young children, both an attempt to flee the American bombing of their city after the death of their mother. World War II is in its final agony, and Japan is collapsing like a civilization. Without being cared for, brother and sister jump from relatives, to the camp and finally to the streets as they
battle hunger and disease. This is about as disturbing a movie as you'll ever see, and the ending is terrible. In this film, an Israeli soldier tries to piece together his memory of a massacre he may or may not have taken part in. By talking to his friends, he is able to start collecting memory again, which has terrible consequences. It should be noted, like most movies on this list, the animation used in this movie
is not your traditional cartoon style of bright colors, instead, movie animators use shadows and darkness to create a visual palette that would be difficult to re-create in real life. A powerful and riveting film about the Israeli and Palestinian conflicts. While not fully caricature, the film was shot with real actors on the sound stage, the filmmakers use such heavy CGI to make every shot of the film that nothing is
life-like, and everything becomes a mix between fantasy and reality. The action on screen is also over the top and cartoons, so that the whole movie could be considered a kind of animated war movie. This movie is definitely not your average caricature item. The film is a fictional biography of Jiro Horikoshi, designer of the Mitsubishi A6 Zero fighter, which was used by the Japanese in World War II. It's a
love story, and a story of invention, set against the backdrop of World War II. With intelligent dialogue and characters and deep storytelling, this is currently the highest grossing film in Japanese history! History!
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